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ABSTRACT
XML is nowadays a commonly used way for describing and
exchanging data. Within the GIS community the OpenGIS
Consortium (OGC) recently has published the Geographic
Markup Language (GML) as a new specification [8]. GML is
essentially an XML encoding of the Simple Feature Specification (SFS). A range of further XML-based standardization efforts by the OGC are under development right now. But it is
known that spatial features do not only have geometric or thematic properties, but also temporal aspects. These have been
neglected by the OGC and most GIS vendors so far, but have
been an active area of research for years. Recently a flexible
object-oriented temporal framework for describing 4Dgeoobjects has been developed [21]. This temporal framework
has been realized in Java and has been implemented on two
databases (namely the OODB Jasmine by Computer Associates
and the OR DB Cloudscape by Informix). The temporal framework is a self-consistent object-oriented structure to describe
temporal data and can easily be represented by an XML schema.
This schema can be combined with the existing GML schema to
realize a powerful spatio-temporal XML-Schema. The temporal
XML schema is being introduced and explained in this paper,
and examples using a geo-server are being presented. The latter
has been developed for the Deep Map project and implements
the SFS for CORBA interfaces [19], as well as it does also
support GML.
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INTRODUCTION

Within the Deep Map project by the European Media Laboratory
(EML) [7],[20] a flexible and extensive temporal object-oriented
model had been developed. The original aim was to allow the
management of 3D geo-objects of urban areas over historic
epochs and acts as basis for the data management components of
temporal 3D-GIS to be developed in the future ("4D-GIS" or
“3D-TGIS"). Thus it contributes to one of the long term goals of
the Deep Map project – namely “virtual time travels”. But since
the temporal part of this model is a self-consistent OO-model for
temporal structures it can also be used with purely 2D-geodata
as described here. In this contribution we explain how the complex aspects of time can be modeled and described using XMLschema and how to combine this with GML. For the resulting
schema we propose the name TGML - “Temporal Geographical
Markup Language”. The technical aspects of the realized prototype include a 3-tier architecture using java that guarantees a
high degree of flexibility and platform independence.

2
ASPECTS OF SPATIO-TEMPORAL
DATA MODELLING
A geo-object or feature in general consists of the aspects theme,
geometry, topology and time [1][14]. Still today’s GIS don't
handle all aspects equally well. The temporal dimension is definitely an important aspect of almost all phenomena of the real
world. Traditional databases as well as GIS delivered only a
snapshot of the real, therefore there was a need for new data
models that allows the handling of temporal data [13],[15].
Within the last years a range of temporal models were also
developed in the field of object-oriented databases. [9][10] and
[11] give a summary. E.g. [3],[6],[16] and [18] present possibilities for an object-oriented integration of temporal models into
2D GIS. To represent the basic elements of the temporal framework some important concepts are defined briefly. The period of
the physical process used to measure time is called "chronon"
while the duration of the period is described as a "granularity. A
flexible temporal framework should provide means to representing quite arbitrary calendars and their granularities and some
further aspects of time as explained below in more detail [5].

3
AN OBJECT-ORIENTED MODEL
FOR TEMPORAL DATA
The object-orientated paradigm is used here for the modeling of
a general time framework. The range of possible different applications put quite complex requirements on the temporal support.
The dimensions that limit the modeling space of a general temporal model have to be identified as well as their components
and properties have to be determined in order to allow the
definition of an adaptable structure that can fulfill these various

nition of an adaptable structure that can fulfill these various
requirements. Using these identified components, a framework
for building temporal models was developed that supports design alternatives by provision of classes and accompanying
properties. The following general aspects can be distinguished:
- Temporal Structure – defines a structure using temporal primitives, domains and structures concerning temporal determination (certain or uncertain representations).
- Temporal Order - describes the possible types of orders of
temporal structures.
- Temporal History - describes the semantic meaning of the
different states the object.
- Temporal Representation - describes how to represent calendars and granularities.

3.1

Temporal Structure

The temporal structure defines the building blocks of a temporal
model. The figure shows the hierarchical structure of the individual components of a temporal structure.

<indeterminateDiscreteInterval>
<id>1000001</id>
<logicalRepresentation>1945-1946</logicalRepresentation>
<gregorianCalendar>
<id>1000001</id>
</gregorianCalendar>
<belongsTo>
<linearOrder>
<id>1000001</id>
</linearOrder>
</belongsTo>
<beginChronons>14041123200</beginChronons>
<durationBegin>31536000</durationBegin>
<endChronons>14072659200</endChronons>
<durationEnd>31536000</durationEnd>
<normalDistribution>
<id>1000001</id>
</normalDistribution>
</indeterminateDiscreteInterval>

Fig. 1: Design choices of a temporal structure and example
This temporal “structure” can have the following properties [12]:
1. Temporal Primitives are represented either as absolutes (anchored, “date”, e.g.: 5-9-1999) or relative (unanchored, “period of time”, e.g.: 30 days).
2. Temporal domain: It is possible to distinguish discrete and
continuous domains. In the field of temporal databases a discrete time domain is usually being used.
3. Temporal determination: In the deterministic case complete
and exact knowledge is available for temporal primitives. On
the other hand these aren't determined exactly in indeterministic cases [4], e.g. fuzzy temporal borders.
In the last example the provision of the parameters defining the
fuzzy membership function would be needed as additional tags.
In figure 2 two possibities are displayed.

<normalDistribution>
<id>1000001</id>
<name>standard normal distribution</name>
<parameters>
<parameter name="µ">0</parameter>
<parameter name="sigma">1</parameter>
</parameters>
</normalDistribution>

Fig. 2: indeterminate function model and example
The topmost level of the temporal structure-model consists of
absolute (anchored) and relative (unanchored) temporal primitives. The next hierarchical level supplements the structure with
domains, being either discrete or continuous. The deterministic
and not-deterministic primitives form the last component. A
temporal structure consists of a combination of all of the represented temporal primitives. By combining the components of the
three levels there are eleven temporal primitives possible in
order to model temporal phenomena.

3.2

Temporal Representation
April

May

June

1940
time in months

temporalPrimitives
subLinearOrder
<gregorianCalendar>
<id>1000001</id>
<origin>1582</origin>
<granularities>
<granularity>
<name>year</name>
<minimumValue>0</minimumValue>
<maximumValue>99</maximumValue>
</granularity>
</granularities>
</gregorianCalendar>

Fig. 3: temporal representation model and example

-fig B-

Fig. 4: Example for the use of a sub-linear order
Example: A fire destroyed the roof of a house sometime in May
1940. To model the two different conditions (house before/after
fire within/without roof) two non-deterministic intervals can be
used due to temporal uncertainty. These have overlapping borders, since it isn't exactly clear when the change of condition –
in this case the fire - did happen (fig. 4-B).

The temporal primitives represent the basis for a representation
of temporal data. It is necessary to distinguish between the logical and physical representation of a time value. If the time value
is described by means of a calendar, it is a logical representation.

3.3

Temporal Order

The course of the time can be classified as linear, sublinear or
branching. In the linear case overlapping borders of temporal
primitives are forbidden, while possible in the sub-linear case. A
sub-linear order can also be used for managing indeterministic
temporal phenomena, e.g. for describing the changes of an object which are only known indeterminate.
Time is regarded to be linear only to a certain point of time
within a branching order. A typical example would be town
planning, where different planning alternatives can be managed
in different branches of the resulting temporal tree.
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<linearOrder>
<id>1000001</id>
<belongsTo>
<validHistory>
<id>1000001</id>
</validHistory>
</belongsTo>
<structures>
<determinateDiscreteInstant>
<id>1000001</id>
</determinateDiscreteInstant>
<determinateDiscreteInterval>
<id>1000002</id>
</determinateDiscreteInterval>
<indeterminateDiscreteInterval>
<id>1000003</id>
</indeterminateDiscreteInterval>
</structures>
</linearOrder>

Fig. 5: temporal order model and example

3.4

Temporal History Type

One of the requirements for a temporal model is to represent the
development of real world objects over time. This development
forms the "temporal history" of the object and can be distinguished between in valid time and transaction time [13].
<validHistory>
<id>1000001</id>
<orders>
<linearOrder>
<id>1000001</id>
</linearOrder>
<linearOrder>
<id>1000002</id>
</linearOrder>
<subLinearOrder>
<id>1000003</id>
</subLinearOrder>
</orders>
</validHistory>

Fig. 6: temporal history model and example

3.5

possible for sub-linear or branching orders that their (absolute)
temporal primitives overlap and form several partial temporal
orders. Each of these temporal orders contains a temporal structure, that consists of either all or a subset of the eleven different
temporal primitive presented in illustration 1. To offer highest
flexibility, different calendars can be defined and assigned to the
temporal primitives.

4
INTEGRATING GML WITH THE
TEMPORAL FRAMEWORK
The object oriented-paradigm allows to model the different
aspects of features and the different temporal constructs as own
classes that can be related to each other.
By the assignment of a temporal order to every time variant
feature or time variant attribute it is possible to model temporally changing spatial data. Object-time-stamping can be used to
describe the changes of an complex object over time. In this case
the whole object (e.g. gml-feature) will be time-stamped by
adding a reference to an order. Figure 8-A illustrates how such a
link could be realized.

Putting the Components Together

The necessary elements and design alternatives for an objectoriented temporal model have been explained so far. The following concentrates on the relations between these components.
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fig a: object timestamping
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Fig. 7: Primitives for a temporal model
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fig b: attribute timestamping

Fig. 8: coupling gml- and temporal-structures
A temporal model can support one or several history types (like
“valid time” or “transaction time”). Each of these history types
consists of a set of temporal orders (with either linear, sub-linear
or branching properties). In contrast to the linear order it is

If an object has only a few time-invariant-attributes attributetime-stamping may be more efficient regarding to reduce redundant data structures. In this case every time variable attribute is

extended by a reference to an order (fig. 8-b). More detailed
examples can be found in the appendix. By adding a reference to
a linear order the first example describes how the time varying
values of the gml-object ‘<_Feature>’ can be modeled (objecttime-stamping). The second one shows the realization if only the
‘_Geometry’ - attribute of the gml-structure ‘<_Feature>’ is time
variant. This can be applied to any attribute of the gml-structure,
so that every attribute can have its own temporal constructs.

5

CONCLUSIONS

For an information system like Deep Map covering the aspects
of town history and also for a multitude of other applications, the
management of changes in feature data (e.g. buildings) is of
particular importance. But since the temporal model introduced
here is very generic, in spite of being developed for the Deep
Map “4D” GIS in the first place it can also be exploited in
completely different applications that lack of spatial properties.
Within this paper we explained that this framework can cover
both valid-time histories as well as transaction-time histories of
features described using OGC’s GML in a very flexible way, as
it provides the necessary building blocks for temporal structures
like intervals, time spans or instants. Each of these can be subdivided being either continuous or discrete on the one hand and
determinate or indeterminate on the other hand. By supporting
the definition of additional application specific calendars with
their respective granularities the framework supports all the
notions and notations of time we consider relevant for present
practical applications.
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APPENDIX – EXAMPLES

1.) XML-based example for
object time-stamping

2.) XML-based example for
attribute time-stamping

<_Feature type="Streets" refOrder=”1000002”/>

<_Feature type="Streets">
<name>Main Street</name>
<attrib2>xxx</attrib2>
<_Geometry xsi:type=" LineString" refOrder=”1000002”/>
</_Feature>

<validHistory>
<id>1000001</id>
<orders>
<linearOrder>
<id>1000002</id>
<structures>
<combine>
<determinateDiscreteInstant>
<id>10000003</id>
</determinateDiscreteInstant>
<_FeatureValue>
<name>Main Street</name>
<attrib2>xxx</attrib2>
<_Geometry xsi:type=" LineString">
<coordinates decimal="." cs="," ts=" ">
3476622,54 3476710.25 …
</coordinates>
</_Geometry>
</_FeatureValue>
</combine>
<combine>
<determinateDiscreteInterval>
<id>1000004</id>
</determinateDiscreteInterval>
<_FeatureValue>
<name>Main Street</name>
<attrib2>yyy</attrib2>
<_Geometry xsi:type=" LineString">
<coordinates decimal="." cs="," ts=" ">
3476479,83 3476710.25 …
</coordinates>
</_Geometry>
</FeatureValue>
</combine>
</structures>
</linearOrder>
</orders>
</validHistory>

<validHistory>
<id>1000001</id>
<orders>
<linearOrder>
<id>1000002</id>
<structures>
<combine>
<determinateDiscreteInstant>
<id>10000003</id>
</determinateDiscreteInstant>
<_GeometryValue>
<coordinates decimal="." cs="," ts=" ">
3476622,54 3476710.25 …
</coordinates>
</_GeometryValue>
</combine>
<combine>
<determinateDiscreteInterval>
<id>1000004</id>
</determinateDiscreteInterval>
<_GeometryValue>
<coordinates decimal="." cs="," ts=" ">
3476479,83 3476710.25 …
</coordinates>
</_GeometryValue>
</combine>
</structures>
</linearOrder>
</orders>
</validHistory>

